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Sel’s Smile!
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Nothing can take the smile off this starlet’s
face! BOP’s breaking down all the ways
Selena Gomez stays positive 24/7.
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“I’m not perfect!”

Instead of getting upset about her totally
embarrassing onstage moment, Sel just laughed
it off. “We’re human. So of course I mess up!”
Sel admits, with her signature giggle. It’s true
— nothing (and we mean NOTHING!) can keep
this popstar down. “It’s just funny to laugh at
afterwards,” she spills. With millions of fans
cheering her on, Sel bounces right back up after
every OMG moment.
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t’s an awesome day for Selena Gomez! Fans
in the Patriot Center in Fairfax, Virginia, are
screaming. Streamers fall from the ceiling,
covering the stage. “Slow Down,” a single from
her latest album, Stars Dance, is blasting. Selena
jumps up and down, throwing her body around
to the music. Suddenly, BAM! The starlet falls,
hard, onto the ground, tripping on an uneven
part of the stage. OMG! So embarrassing, right?
Not for Sel! The 21-year-old superstar didn’t
think twice about her public mistake. But how?
We’re spilling all, right here!

Just keep smiling!

Whether it’s spills onstage or rough patches
in her personal life, Selena’s always pushing
through it with a smile. From the first day
we met her in 2007, the down-to-earth cutie
charmed us with her super sweet motto: “Tough
times don’t last, tough people do smile.” She
couldn’t have said it better! We admire Sel for
keeping a smile on her face, even during the
toughest times, like when she went through a
breakup with Mr. “Heartbreaker” himself, Justin
Bieber. “When your heart is broken, you want to
hate everything,” she spills. “You want to say ‘I
don’t believe in love; this isn’t supposed to hurt
this much.” Everyone thought Selena would have
a total breakdown, but she proved them wrong!

Change is good!

Selena knows that life can be tough sometimes.
It can be scary, too, but she’s not running away
from anything. She wants to try new things —
like her new sound on the Stars Dance tour. Or a
new relationship, like the one she’s rumored to
have with Union J cutie, George Shelley. Life for
Selena is an adventure. “I’m still trying to dive in
and enjoy it,” she laughs. We’ll support you every
step of the way, Sel!
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Celebs flash their flawless
pearly whites!
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